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To adapt to the trend of Chinese teaching that is developing rapidly around the 
world, especially the rapid development of Chinese teaching in Thailand, we need to 
improve teaching methods. Therefore, through the dynamic error analyses of the 
acquisition of Chinese adverb adverbials after the extensive research among Thai 
Chinese learners of different levels, I form out a system of error analysis and put out 
a solution so as to serve for teaching Chinese to Thai learners. Meantime, to 
accommodate the need of disposing Chinese information in the field of machine 
translation, some theories and solutions in respect of machine translation between 
Chinese and Thai are given in this thesis. 
Focusing on the Chinese adverb adverbials, this thesis studies problems that 
arise when Thai students acquire this grammar component, and highlights the 
dynamic changes in errors of Chinese adverb adverbials during their acquisition 
process, by carrying out follow-up study on the Chinese adverb adverbials 
acquisition among primary, intermediate and advanced students in Thailand, which 
breaks the static research conventions. Targeted, systematic analysis of errors made 
by Thai students can help the comprehensive study on Chinese adverb adverbial 
errors, improve teaching methods macroscopically, provide  reference for textbook 
compiling , and provide some theory and methods support the field of machine 
translation, combined with Chinese information treatment needs, which are proposed 
innovations of this thesis.  
Through comparative studies in both lateral and longitudinal way, with 
statistical method employed, the thesis grasps the phenomena of acquisition error of 
Chinese adverb adverbials and makes the preliminary forecast of the errors that may 
turn out among Thai Chinese learners of different levels, thus summarizing a 
complete error system of acquiring Chinese adverb adverbials among Thai students. 
Based on this system, with textbooks for Thai Chinese learners on hand, references 
can be made for the improvement of textbooks for Chinese foreign learners and also 
the future Chinese-Thai machine translation. 
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供辅助指导。对比分析在 20 世纪 50 年为人们所重视，相对而言，偏误分析就












20 世纪 80 年代初，英国语言学家 Corder,S.P.出版了专著《Error analysis and 
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